Kenneth Berman is revolutionizing how lawyers prepare their witnesses for examination. A seasoned litigator, an accomplished writer, and an engaging speaker sought after by bar groups and other organizations, he has been educating lawyers and expert witnesses around the country on new, winning approaches for witness preparation. His book, *Reinventing Witness Preparation*, challenges all the orthodox assumptions about how witnesses are supposed to testify and presents a compelling, in-depth analysis of why the conventional approach to witness preparation so often generates losing testimony. *Reinventing Witness Preparation* teaches a far more thoughtful approach and showcases the philosophy and techniques that drive his forward-thinking witness preparation methods, developed and honed through years of litigating complex cases, and designed to empower witnesses to give their best truthful testimony.

Berman is a leader of the American Bar Association’s Section of Litigation. He has served on its governing council and has chaired numerous Section committees, conferences, and seminars. For over 20 years, *Litigation*, the Section of Litigation’s flagship journal, has featured his highly acclaimed articles on advanced litigation techniques. He has served as chair of the Litigation Section of the Boston Bar Association and was chair of the Massachusetts Joint Bar Committee, which evaluates and recommends candidates seeking judicial appointments.

Based in Boston, Massachusetts, Berman runs an active litigation and trial practice, and is a partner and co-chair of the Business Litigation Practice Group at the prestigious law firm Nutter McClennen & Fish LLP.